Specification Sheet
Part Number: 110-11331

Enhanced technology for better application of cable ties.
Improved compressed air supply for faster tensioning piston movement.
Shorter processing time and greater volume of connecting tie application.
Genuine potential for rationalization.
Ergonomic design, molded handle to prevent slippage, reduce operator
fatigue.
Lightweight but very tough housing made of glass fiber-reinforced plastic.
Meets high industry standards.
Tensioning and cutting off cable ties flush with head by pressing one
button.
Smooth cut edge to prevent injuries.
Automatic ejection of cut-off cable tie end.
Three-level preset control to set tool tension.
Optional safety cap to prevent tension setting from being changed by
accident (important when bundling sensitive materials and maintaining
process reliability.)
Non-slip, comfortable grip, soft touch trigger, and one-touch
tensioning/cut off.
Very lightweight and easy to use on all cable ties 2.5–4.8 mm wide.
All separately sold accessories are compatible with the MK7P series tool.

MK7P Extended Tail Nosepiece, 3mm, ST, 1/pkg

Article Number

110-11331

Type

SP MK7P-NP-3MM

Color

Gray (GY)

Quantity Per

bag

Product Description

The Mark 7 Pneumatic (MK7P) is built to perform in demanding
production and manufacturing environments. Heavy duty precision
parts ensure repeatability in the tensioning process. The MK7P fits
comfortably in the operator's hand, reducing hand, arm and wrist
fatigue. Due to its ergonomic features, HellermannTyton's MK7P
makes it easier for the installer to consistently apply cable ties, while
maintaining correct tension and flush cut-off. Safety is enhanced, as
the MK7P can eliminate sharp edges of a cut-off cable tie.

Short Description

MK7P Extended Tail Nosepiece, 3mm, ST, 1/pkg

Global Part Name

SP MK7P-NP-3MM-ST-GY

Tension Setting Tools

Adjustable

Tension Force

60-170

Material

Steel (ST)

Material Shortcut

ST

Reach Compliant (Article 33)

Yes

ROHS Compliant

Yes

Package Quantity (Imperial)

1

Package Quantity (Metric)

1

Customs Number

8467920090
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